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ABSTRACT 
Let R be a commutative principal ideal domain, T : Mn(R) --* Mm(R) an R-linear 
map which preserves idempotence. We determine the forms of T when n >/m and 
R ~ Fz, and solve some of Beasley's open problems. As a consequence, we prove that 
the set -~(R) of all R-linear maps on Mn(R) which preserve both idempotence and 
nonidempotence is a proper subset of ~r(R), the set of all linear maps on Mn(R) that 
preserve idempotence, when the characteristic of R is 2. © Elsevier Science Inc., 
1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that R is a commutative ring with unit 1. Let Mn(R) denote the 
n x n matrix module over R. Set 
I n (R)={AIA~M.(R  ) and A2=A}, 
N.(R) = {AIA ~M,,(R) and A 2 =/=A}. 
An R-l inear map T : Mn(R) --. Mm(R) is called a map preserving idempo- 
tence or strongly preserving idempotence if T( In(R))  c Ira(R) or if T( In(R))  
c Im(R ) and T(Nn(R)) c Nm(R), respectively. Let ~f (R) ,  .~(R) ,  and ~r(R)  
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denote the semigroups of R-linear maps on M,,(R) that are invertible and 
preserve idempotence, strongly preserve idempotence, and preserve idempo- 
tence, respectively. Obviously, Ye'(R) and ~"(R) are both subsets of ~-(R). 
Cao [1] and Wang and Yuan [2] characterized the structure of ~ R) when 
2 is invertible. Beasley and Pullman [3] determined the generators of .~(R) 
when R is a field and presented some open problems. Two of them are as 
follows: 
(A) What is the structure of 3-(R)when ch R = 2? 
(B) Is .~a(R) ever a proper subset of 9-(R)? 
These problems will be solved in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
In the following, R will be a commutative principal ideal domain (p.i.d. 
for short) and R ~ F 2. E~) ') ( i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  n, n > 1) will denote the n x n 
matrix with 1 as its ( i , j )  entry and 0 elsewhere. Clearly, M,(R)  is generated 
by {E~f) l i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  n}. Set 
ie: X ~ P-1XP VX E M,,(R), 
i'.: x v- x'e vx  M,,(R). 
TRr:  X -o (tr X) diag( Ir , 0 m -r  ) , V X ~ M. (  R ) , 
where P ~ GLn(R), X t denotes the transpose of X, tr X denotes the trace 
of X, and I r and O r (1 ~< r ~< m) denote the r × r unit matrix and zero 
matrix, respectively. It is not difficult to prove that ie, ire ~,~'f(R) for any 
P ~ GLn(R), and for any r (1 ~< r ~< m), TR r is a linear map from Mn(R) to 
Mm(R) preserving idempotence when ch R = 2. 
In Section 3, we show that ~(R)  is generated by iv, ire, TR r, i e + TR n, 
and i~ + TRn when n >~ 3 and ch R = 2 (Theorem 3.2). Our methods used 




Suppose A ~ In(R), A 4 :0  n. Then there exists a P ~ GL,(R)  
( I  r O ) 
A=P 0 O,,-r p - l ,  
where r = rank A. 
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Proof. It follows from [4] that  there  exist P and Q in GL , , (R )  such that 
A = P d iag(d~, . . . ,  d r ,0  . . . . .  0) Q. 
Hence,  we might as well  assume A = d iag(d  I . . . . .  d r ,  0 . . . .  , O)Q. Since 
A 2 = A, we have 
diag( d~ . . . . .  d r , 0 . . . . .  0) 
= d iag(d  1 . . . . .  d~, 0 . . . . .  O) Q diag(d~ . . . . .  d~, O, . . . ,  0) .  
Because R is a domain  and d i 4=0 (i = 1,2 . . . . .  r) ,  we can verify that 
d l, d 2 . . . . .  d r are units and rank A = r. 
Let  
(Qll Q121 (Pll 
Q= Q21 Qze J '  A= o 0,,_ r ' 
where  P1, = d iag(d l  . . . . .  d r ,  0, . . . ,  0) Qlt ,  P12 = d iag(d l  . . . .  , dr ,  
0 . . . . .  0) Q~e- Since A 2 = A, we have P~ = Pl l ,  Pie = P11P12 • 
Sett ing P = I n - r  ) '  we derive 
o) 
PAP-1  = O,_ r  ' 
and rank Pla = rank A = r. Hence,  Pl l  ~ GLr (R) .  Because PI21 ---- Pl l  we 
have Pl l  = I~, and we complete  the proof.  • 
LEMMA 2. Suppose T : M , (R)  --* Mm(R)  is an R- l inear map preserving 
idempotence and R ~ F 2. Then T = 0 i f  there exists i (1 <<, i <<, n)  such that 
T(~?) )  = Ore. 
Proof. We may assume T(E~ )) = 0 m. Since E~ ) + ~lkb~(n) and E~ ) + 
X~(n) L, lk are idempotent  for any k 4 :1  and x 4: 0, 1, we have T(E~))  z = T (E~ )) 
and xT(E~))  2 = T(E}~)).  Thus, we der ive that T(E~ )) = 0 m. Similarly, we 
can prove T(E(k", )) = 0 m (k = 1,2 . . . . .  n). 
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By the fact that xE~ ) + xE~ ) + (1 - x)E~ ) + (1 - x)E(~ ) ~ In(R)  for 
x)T(Ekk ) ~ Ira(R), and this implies T(E(~ )) = any x 4: 0, 1, we have (1 - (")
0 m. Since ~kk~(") + xE(y ) is idempotent for any j  ( j  4: k) and x 4: 0, it is easy 
to see that T(E(y )) = 0 m. Since k and j are arbitrary, and since Mn(R) is 
generated by E~(y ) (k, j = 1 . . . . .  n), we have immediately T = 0. Now the 
lemma follows. • 
LEMMA 3. Suppose T : Mn(R) --* Mm(R) is an R-linear map preserving 
idempotence and R 4: F 2. I f  there exists an i (1 <<. i <~ n) such that T(E~? )) 
= Im, then ch R = 2 and T = TR m. 
Proof. We might as well assume T(E~ )) = Im. In a similar manner to 
the proof of Lemma 2, we derive T(E~7 )) = T (E~ )) = 0 m for any i (i 4: 1). 
Suppose T(E~[ ')) = A. By Lemma 2, A 4: O,n. Because E~? ), E~7 ) + E~? ), 
and xE~ ) + ~(" )  ,  + (1 - x)E~; ° + (1 - x)E~? ) are all idempotent for any 
x 4: 0, 1, we can obtain the equalities 
A 2 =A,  A+A 2 =0 m, (1) 
and 
x2Im + 2x(1 - x)A  + (1 - x)ZA e = xl m -{- (1 - -  x)A .  (2) 
By (1), we have 2A  = 0 m and so 2 = 0 (chR= 2). By (2), we have 
x (1 -x ) I  m =x(1-x )A  and so T(E~ n)) = Im. Since E~, n )+xE~;  )E ln (R)  
for any j ( j  4: i) and x ~ R, we see that 
2 = x 4: 0 .  
This implies T( E~ )) = 0 m. Therefore, T( X ) = (tr X ) I m for any X in M,( R). 
The lemma is proved. • 
LEMMA 4. Suppose T : Mn(R) --* Mm(R) is an R-linear map preserving 
iderapotence and R 4: F 2. I f  T 4: O, n >~ 3, and there exist i and j (i 4: j )  
such that T (E~ ')) = T(E(]°), then ch R = 2, and there exists a e ~ GLm(R) 
such that T = i v TR r.  
Proof. We might as well assume T(E~'~ )) = T(E(~)). Using Lemma 2, 
T(E~'~ )) 4 :0  m. Since T(E~ ) + E9(~ )) = 2T(E~ )) ~ Ira(R), we have 2 = 0. I f  
T(E~'~ )) = I,,, then T = TR m by Lemma 3. Now we assume T(E~'~ )) 4: 
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0 m, I,~. By Lemma 1, we can assume that 
( I~ 0 ) 
T(E}? )) = P 0 0 m_~ P - "  l<r<m.  
Let T 1 = ipT. We have 
o) 
= Om r ' 
l<r<m.  (3) 
Because 
E}~) + ( 0 O) ~ I"( forany A ~ I , _ I (R ) ,  
using (3), by straightforward calculation we derive 
Zl(( O AO))= (LI(oA)L2(OA)) 
for any A ~ In_l(n). Since M,_I(R) is generated by In_l(R), L 1 and L 2 
induced by T 1 are maps from M,_I(R) to Mr(R) and Mm_r(R), respec- 
tively. Clearly, L 1 and L 2 preserve idempotence. Since T(E~ )) = T(E('~)), 
by (3) we have LI(E}~ -1)) = I r, L2(E~ -1)) = Ore_ r. From Lemma 3 and 
Lemma 2 we deduce L 1 = TR~ and L 2 = 0. Thus, 
TI( En (n)) . . . . .  TI( E2(~ )) = Zl(E}~)), 
and 
((o/) (, o) 
TI O0 = (tr A) 0 O m_ r YA E M n- l (n ) "  (4) 
Because E~ ) + xE}'~ ) ~ In(R) for any i > 1 and x ~ R, by (4) we get 
C Om- r ' 
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where BC = O~ and CB = O m_~. Choosing k 4: 1, i such that E}~ ) + ~li~t") 
+ "~kV(") ~ I , (R) ,  we derive T~(E}'~ )) = 0,,,. Similarly, we have Tl(E}ff  )) = 0 m .
So T l = TRr, and T = i e ~ TRy. The proof is completed. • 
LEMMA 5. Suppose T : Me(R)  -~ M, , (R)  is an R-linear map preserving 
idempotence and R ~ F 2. I f  T 4= 0, m >/2, and T(E}] )) = (2) T( E2  , then 
ch R = 2, and there exists a P ~ GLm(R) such that 
¢ t 
(5) 
where BI ,  B2, C1, and C 2 satisfy the conditions B1C 1 = B2C 2 = Or,  C1B I = 
C2B 2 = Om_~, B1C 2 = B2C1, and C1B 2 = C2B 1. 
Proof. Referring to the proof of Lemma 4, we can assume 
~12J  = C 1 Ore_  r ' T I (E (~) )  = C 2 O . . . .  " 
Since "v]7(2) ~- 'rb~(2) ~lz  + (i  - x)E~] ) + (1 - ~,~22~'~ ~,~2) E I2(R), we have ~11 
I r xB l + (1 -x )B2)  
xC 1 + (1 - x)C  e 0,,,_~ ~ I'n( R)" 
Hence, B1C 2 = B2C 1 and C2B 1 = C1B 2, and T takes the form (5). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. • 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we will determine the structure of ~9~(R) making use of 
the lemmas proved in Section 2 and solve the two problems mentioned in 
Section 1. First we prove the following theorem. 
TtlEOREM 3.1. Suppose T : M , (R)  --* M,n(R) is an R-linear map pre- 
serving idempotence and R 4: F 2. I f  T ~ 0, n > m, then ch R = 2 and there 
exists a P ~ GL, , (R)  such that T = i e TR r. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. When n =2 and m = 1, by 
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have T(E~21 )) = T(E(z~ )) = 1. Hence, 2 = 0 and 
T = TR 1. 
Suppose the lemma holds when n ~< s (s >/2). We will prove it holds 
when n = s + 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2, one can assume 
( I  r O )p - l ,  
T( = e 0 Om-r 
where P ~ GLm(R), 1 ~< r ~< m. If  r = m, then T = TR m by Lemma 3. 
Now we assume 1 ~< r < m. Set T 1 = ieT. We have 
Om--  r " 
In a like manner to the proof of  Lemma 4, we can prove 
A, o) 
where L l and L z are linear maps from Ms(R) to Mr(R)  and Mm_r(R)  
preserving idempotence, respectively. By the inductive assumption, there 
exist PI ~ GL~(R) and P2 ~ GLm-r (R)  such that L 1 = ie~ TRr and Le = 
ie2 Tam_ r. Hence, T~(E(9~ )) = TI(E(3~)). Using Lemma 4, we have 2 = 0, and 
there exists Q ~ GLm(R) such that T 1 = ip TR r. Thus T = ip-ip TR r. We 
complete the proof. • 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose T ~ o~r(R) and R q: F 2. I f  T ~ 0, then T takes 
one of the following forms: 
T = i e, (6) 
y = (7) 
T=i  eTR r when chR =2,  (8) 
T= i e + TR n when chR=2,  (9) 
T=i~+TR n when chR =2,  (10) 
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Or 
T= ieT o when n =2 and chR=2,  (11) 
T= iteTo when n =2 and chR=2,  (12) 
where P ~ GL,(R), and 
To: (a  b),__~ (a+d bx+cy)  v (a  b) ~M2(R )
c 0 0 
where x and y ~ R. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, we have T(E}i n)) ¢ O, (i = 1,2 . . . . .  n). If T(E} n)) 
= I n for some i, or T(E} n)) = T(E~] *)) for some i and j (i C j), then by 
Lemmas 3 and 4, T takes the form (~8) or (5). If T takes the form (5) when 
n =2,  wehavechR =2and 
T((ac b)) = P( a -~- q- cy2 bx1 q- cXE)V_ 1 0  V( a b) E M2(R) 
where x ly l  =x2Y2 =0 and x ly2 =x2y l .  If x 1 ~0 or x 2 ~0,  we have 
Yl = Y2 = 0. Then T takes the form (11). Similarly, T takes the form (12) 
when Yl v~ 0 or Y2 ~ 0. 
Now we assume T(E~ n)) ~ On, I n, and T(E~? )) ~ T(E)f )) for any i , j  
(i ~ j ,  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n). 
Using Lemma 1, there exists a P ~ GLn(R) such that 
(I~ O )p - l ,  
T( E~'I ')) -- e 0 On_ ~ l<r<n.  
Then 
( I  r O ) 
T I (E~) )= O On_ r ' 1 ~< r < n, (13)  
where T 1 = ieT, 
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When n 2, we have (2) ~7(2) (2) = TI(EH  = 11 and Tl(E2   = E(~ ). Suppose 
Since ~11~'(2) + -~12~'~'(2)  I2(R) for any x ~ R, we can prove that a = d = 0, 
bc = 0. Similarly, we have 
Because x¢~'(2),~11 + E(2))12 + (1 - xXE(~ ) + E (2))22 ~ I , (R)  for any x ~ R, we 
have bc 1 + cb I = 1. When c = 0, we have bc 1 = 1 and b 1 - -  0. Hence, 
"E(2) Tit 12 ) -- be l l  ) and TI(E(~ )) = b- lE(~ ). We have 
Zl(E~2)) : ( b ~)E~j)(b ~)-1 
for any i and j (i, j = 1, 2). Hence, T has the form (6). Similarly, we can 
prove that T has the form (7) when b = 0. 
Now we prove the theorem by induction on n. We will prove it also holds 
when n = s + 1 with the hypothesis that the theorem holds when n ~< s 
(s >/2). 
From (13), referring to the proof  of  Lemma 4, we can assume 
 1((o ott:  ' A VA ~ Ms(R) ,  (14) 
where L 1 and L 2 are maps induced by T 1 which preserve idempotence. 
I f  1 < r < s, from Theorem 3.1, we can see 2 = 0, and L 1 and L 2 are of 
the form (8), so that TI(E(2~ )) = T1 (E33(n)). That is a contradiction. Thus r = 1 
or s. 
Case 1. r = 1. F rom (13) and (14), we have 
Tl(E~] ')) = E~] ') (15) 
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and 
o) 
a = 0 Lz (A  ) VA  ~ M, (R) ,  (16) 
where e = 0 or 1, and L2(E~ )) ~ L2(E J f  )) for any i and j ( i  ~ j ,  i , j  = 
1, 2 . . . . .  s). By the inductive hypothesis, L 2 takes one of the forms (6), (7), 
(9), and (10). 
If L 2 takes the form (6), there exists a Q ~ GL, (R)  such that L 2 = iQ. 
From (15) and (16), we have 
= (17) 
and 
where T 2 = io lT  1, Q1 = diag(1, Q- l ) .  
Since E}~')" + xE{'~ ) e I , (R )  for any x e R and i > 1, we derive from (17) 
that 
0 
l< i~<n,  
where oq = (aiz . . . . .  ai,,), fli = (bt2 . . . . .  bi,,) t, a ikbi j  = 0 (k , j  = 2 . . . . .  n).  
Similarly, we obtain 
0 o,~) 
o '  
l< i~<n,  
t t l t l t ! t - -  • _ where a~ = (ai2 . . . . .  ai,,), /3 i = (bi2 . . . . .  bi, ,) , a ikb o - 0 (k ,  j - 2 . . . . .  n). 
Because E}~ ) + E}~ ) and E}~ 0 + E}2 ) ~ In (R) ,  from (17) and (18), we 
can deduce by calculation 
ea i i=  O, eb~i = O, ea'i~ = O, eb[~ = O, 
l I ! I ea~k = ai~,, ebik = bik , ea~k = a~k , eb~k = b~k 
for any k =/= 1, i. (19) 
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Since xE~'~ ) + xE~'~ ) + (1 - x)E[? ) + (1 - x)E}? ) • In(R) for any x ~ R, 
we have 
[xaik + (1-x)a' i lc][xbik+ (1 -x )b~k]  =0 (k ~ i ) ,  
[xa ,+(1-x )a '~ i ] [xb ,+(1-x )b ; ,  ] +(1-x )2= l -x ,  (20) 
[xa,i + (1 -x)a ' , ] [xbi ,  + (1 -x)b; , ]  + [x + (1 -x )e ]  2 
= x + (1  - x)e .  (21)  
From (20), we get aiib~i + a',bii = 1. By (21), we have e = (1 - x)e. Then 
e = 0, and by (19) we have 
Tz(E~ n)) = a,iE~ n) + bi,E}? ), aiibi, = O, 
"ii  L'li "t- Oil ~1  , a .b .  = O, i = 2 ,  3 . . . . .  n .  
Since E~ ') + E~ ') + "-'k,r'¢") + E(~) (k ~ 1, i) is idempotent, we derive b,, = O. 
I Similarly, a,, = 0. Thus we assume T2(E~'~ )) = ~," ~t,rr¢"), T2(E}~))= c71E}~). 
Because E~'~ ) + ~liP(n) ..}_ E}[,) + L'kiK;'(n) __ ~lkl2(n) ~" I,,(R), it can easily be shown 
that c~ =c  k ( i , k  =2 . . . . .  n). Let P l=d iag(c2 ,  Is); we have Te(E~ ))= 
P1E~)P{ 1 (i, j = 1 . . . . .  n). Hence T takes the form (6). 
Similarly, T takes the form (7) when L 2 does. 
Now we assume L 2 takes the form (9). Clearly, 2 = 0. Since 




the form (9) is the same as (7) when n = 2 and 2 = 0. Similarly, the form 
(10) is the same as (6) when n = 2 and 2 = 0. So we can assume s >/3 in 
addition. Suppose L 2 = iQ + TR s. By (15) and (16) we have 
= diag(0, (22) 
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and 
where e~ = e - 1, 7'2 = i pT~ + TRn, Q~ = diag(1, Q-~). 
Recalling the discussion just made above, by (22) and (23), it is not 
difficult to prove 
( 0 o) ( 0 
Tz(E~)= /3, O '  T~(E~?~)= /3; ' l< i~<n,  
where ai = (ai~ . . . . .  ain), /3 i = (b~z . . . . .  bin) t , ot~ = (die . . . . .  din) , /3" = 
(b~z . . . .  , b~n) t, a,~b,j  = O, a'i~b~j = 0 (k , j  = 2 . . . . .  n),  and 
elai i  = O, e lb i i  = O, e la '  . = O, elb'ii = O, 
ela, i  , = aik, e lb i t  , = bi~,, ela'ik = a'il , ,  elb'ik = b~k, (24) 
and 
[xaik + (1 - -x )a ;k ] [xb ,k  + (1 -x )b ' t l , ]  +x  2 =x (25) 
for any k v~ 1, i and x 4: 0, 1. Hence, we get a ikb~ + a'ikbik = 1 (k  4~ 1, i) 
by (25), and e t = i by (24). Thus a ,  = b~, = a'i~ = b~i = 0. Since E~] ° + E~7 ~ 
+ E~ ~ + E~ ~ is idempotent for any k 4= 1 and i, we deduce that 2aii + aik 
= a, .  Thus, aik =a i i  = 0, and ai = 0. We assume 
where/3i = (bi2 . . . . .  bin )t, bii = O. 
For any k 4= 1, i, we choose j such that j ~ 1, i, and k. Because 
~ + ~ + E~ + ~ + E~ + ~)j"~ ~ In(R), by calculation we derive 
bik + bkk = 0. Thus bik = 0 (k = 2 . . . . .  n) and/3 i = 0, and so Tz(E~'~ ~) = O n 
for any i (i = 2 . . . . .  n). 
Similarly, we have T2(E~? ~) = O,  ( i  = 2 . . . . .  n).  
For any x~R,  we see xE~'~  + xE~'] ~ + (1 -x )E~ ~ + (1 -x )E~ ~ 
In (R) .  This implies (1 - x) 2 = 1 - x and x 2 = x. That contradicts the fact 
that R ~ F 2. So L z does not take the form (9). Similarly, L 2 does not take 
the form (10). T must take the form (7) or (8) when r = 1. 
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Case 2. r = s. WeassumeT2 =i j (T  1-  TRn) ,where 
j = 
, . °  
• . °  
Then T2(E~ )) = E~ ). Using case 1, T 2 takes the form (6) or (7). Hence T 
takes the form (9) or (10). We complete the proof of the theorem. • 
COaOLLnRY. Suppose R ~ F 2. Then 5r(R)  is generated by the following 
I?lAflpS : 
(1) ie, ire, TRr, i e + TRn, and ire + TR n when n >1 3 and ch R = 2. 
(2) i e, ire, TRr, i e + TRn, i~ + TRy, and T O when n = 2 and ch R = 2. 
(3) i e and ire when ch R ~ 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. .~(R)  is a proper subset of  ~gr(R) when ch R = 2. 
Proof. This can be seen from the fact that TR r ~ oqr(R)//Sa(R). • 
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